# AGENDA

**Opening remarks**

09:00 – 09:20

ACER
Giorgi PANGANI | ECRB President
Nina GRALL-EDLER | Energy Community Secretariat

## Session I – General principles

09:20 – 10:00

Governance and decision-making process under Reg 2015/1222

Martin POVH | ACER

### CACM Terms and Conditions and Methodologies

10:00 – 10:45

Salvatore LANZA | ARERA

## Session II – NEMOs and MCO functions

10:45 – 11:30

NEMO’s duties under Reg 2015/1222

Lisa Marie MOHR | BNetzA

11:30 -12:00 Coffee break

12:00 – 12:45

Market coupling algorithms

Pavel SVOBODA | ACER

12:45 – 13:45 Lunch break

## Session III – TSO functions

13:45 – 14:45

TSO’s bidding zone review

Martin POVH | ACER

14:45 – 15:30

TSO’s duties under Reg 2015/1222

Reinhard KAISINGER | Control

## Session IV – Integrating Contracting Parties into market coupling

15:30 – 16:30

Integrating Contracting Parties into the European market coupling

Discussion

16:30 – 17:00

Wrap-up